AMS 206: Bayesian Statistics
Mid-course survey of form and content

If you could please fill this out anonymously, fold, and give to me sometime during the next two classes (today or next time), that would be great.

1. Please circle the answer that most closely describes the situation for you: the present pace in the class is

   too slow          about right          too fast

2. If your answer in question 1 was anything other than “about right,” how should I remedy the pace? (For example, what kinds of things should I skip or cover faster if the course is going too slowly for you, or what should I cover more slowly or spend more time reviewing if it’s too fast?)

3. Please circle the answer that most closely describes the situation for you with regard to the present mix of mathematical and statistical details in the class:

   too many math details not enough details enough math
   too many math details about math
   too many math details right details
   too many stat details not enough details enough stat
   too many stat details about stat
   too many stat details right details

4. If your answers in question 3 involved anything other than “about right,” how should I remedy the level of detail? (For example, what kinds of math or stat topics should I go through more, or less, thoroughly?) (Please continue on the back if needed.)

(over)
5. Please circle the answer that most closely describes the situation for you with regard to the present **mix of substantive areas of the examples and homework problems** in the class:

- not enough examples/problems of direct interest to me
- substantive areas of examples/problems about right for me

6. If your answer in question 5 involved anything other than “about right,” **what topic areas would you like to see more of in the examples and problems?**

7. If the course were finishing soon, what would your **overall rating** be?

   - poor
   - fair
   - OK
   - good
   - excellent

8. Please add any other comments that would help me to **better tailor the course to your needs.**

(over)